Tier-II of Combined Graduate Level Examination 2018 was conducted by the Commission from 11.9.2019 to 14.09.2019 at different centres all over the country.

The candidates’ Response Sheets along with the tentative Answer Keys are now available on the link given below. The candidates may login in the link provided below by using their Examination Roll No. and Password.

Representations in respect of the tentative Answer Keys, if any, may be submitted online from 23.09.2019 (5.00 PM) to 26.09.2019 (5.00 PM) on payment of Rs. 100/- per question/answer challenged. Representations received after 5.00 PM on 26.09.2019 will not be entertained under any circumstances.

The candidates’ may take a print out of their respective Response Sheets, as the same will not be available after the above specified time limit.

Under Secretary(C-1/1)
Dated:- 23.09.2019

Link for candidates’ response sheet, tentative answer keys and submission of representation